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Abstract: The Minimal Supersymmetric Standard Model (MSSM) can be extended to include
non-holomorphic trilinear soft supersymmetry (SUSY) breaking interactions that may have distinct
signatures. We consider non-vanishing off-diagonal entries of the coupling matrices associated
with holomorphic (of MSSM) and non-holomorphic trilinear terms corresponding to sleptons with
elements Alij and A
′l
ij . We first improve the MSSM charge breaking minima condition of the
vacuum to include the off-diagonal entries Alij (with i 6= j). We further extend this analysis for
non-holomorphic trilinear interactions. No other sources of lepton flavor violation like that from
charged slepton matrices are considered. We constrain the interaction terms via the experimental
limits of processes like charged leptons decaying with lepton flavor violation (LFV) and Higgs
boson decaying to charged leptons with LFV. Apart from the leptonic decays we compute all the
three neutral LFV Higgs boson decays of MSSM. We find that an analysis with non-vanishing A′eµ
involving the first two generations of sleptons receives the dominant constraint from µ → eγ. On
the other hand, A′eτ or A′µτ can be constrained from the CMS 13 TeV analysis giving limits to the
respective Yukawa couplings via considering SM Higgs boson decaying into eτ or µτ final states.
Contributions from Alij is too little to have any significance compared to the large effect from A
′l
ij .
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1 Introduction
The Higgs data is gradually drifting towards the Standard Model (SM) expectations [1] ever since
the first observation of a new resonance at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) [2, 3] in 2012. Still, SM
is far away to be a complete description of particle physics in view of many theoretical aspects and
a few experimental data. Indeed, the unknown new physics (NP) has always been the driving force
in studying particle physics for many decades to explain e.g., the existence of dark matter, neutrino
masses, or matter-anti matter asymmetries. Most of these NP models offer new particles with new
interactions that could possibly be tested at the LHC. Apart from this direct test, one can hope to
find the NP signatures via indirect search experiments involving flavor physics, e.g., through the
dedicated experiments that search for quark or charged lepton flavor violations (cLFV) like b→ sγ
or µ → eγ. Among the flavor violating observables, the cLFV processes are of particular interest.
The reason is that in the context of Standard Model (SM) or in the minimal extension of the SM
that includes the Yukawa interactions in the neutral lepton sector, the decay rates involving cLFV
processes are strongly suppressed (e.g., BR(µ → eγ) ∼ 10−55)[4]. This can be attributed to the
tinyness of the neutrino masses which is the only source of cLFV processes. However, any extension
of SM, mainly in the leptonic sector may offer new particles or new interactions with the SM leptons.
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This can potentially change the cLFV decay rates drastically [5, 6] (for a review see for instance
[7]). The Minimal Supersymmetric Standard Model (MSSM), the supersymmetric extension of
SM with the two Higgs doublets in general may have a large number of flavor violating couplings
through soft SUSY breaking interactions [8–12]. The lepton sector is particularly important in this
context. Interestingly, the flavor violating soft SUSY breaking parameters may also be generated
radiatively. In fact, guided by the origin of cLFV processes, one may broadly classify a few MSSM
and beyond the MSSM scenarios as follows:
• In the extensions of MSSM, one may connect the origin of the cLFV to the masses for
neutrinos, the existence of which have been strongly established through neutrino oscillation
experiments [13, 14]. One of the most attractive possibilities would be to consider a seesaw
mechanism [15–17] that can also be generalized in the framework of SUSY models (i.e. the
SUSY seesaw) [18]. In the simplest example i.e, type-I SUSY seesaw, the right handed
neutrino Yukawa couplings that generate neutrino masses, may also radiatively induce the
SUSY soft-breaking left handed slepton mass matrices (M2
L˜ij
), leading to flavor violations at
low energies [19, 20]. This can substantially influence lepton flavor violating decays of the
types (lj → liγ)) or three-body lepton decays lj → 3li through photon, Z or Higgs penguins
and the flavor violating decays of the Higgs scalars (see e.g., [20–39]). Other important probes
are semileptonic τ -decays, µ − e conversion of nucleus etc. The flavor changing processes
involving Higgs scalars potentially become large for large tanβ [24, 27]. However here the
typical mass scales of the extra particles (such as right handed neutrinos) are in general
very high, often close to the gauge coupling unification scale. An attractive alternative is the
inverse seesaw scenario, where the presence of comparatively light right-handed neutrinos and
sneutrinos can enhance the flavor violating decays [40–45]. In addition to generating M2
L˜ij
radiatively, the right handed neutrino extended models may as well be embedded in grand
unified theory (GUT) framework [46–49].
• Though neutrino mass models, particularly in presence of new states imply cLFV, the later
does not necessarily imply neutrino mass generation. The simplest example is the R-parity
conserving MSSM. Here direct sources of flavor violation are in the off-diagonal soft terms of
the slepton mass matrices and trilinear coupling matrices (see e.g., [11])(specifically through
M2e˜ , Af ). One may probe the non-zero off-diagonal elements of all the soft SUSY breaking
terms (Af ,M
2
L˜
,M2e˜ ) which may induce cLFV processes through loops mediated by sleptons-
neutralinos and/or sneutrinos-charginos. This can also be realized in a High scale SUSY
breaking model, e.g., in a supergravity or superstring inspired scenarios, where non-universal
soft terms can be realized in the high-scale effective Lagrangian (see, for example Ref:[50] and
references therein) apart from running via Renormalization Group (RG) evolution that itself
may generate flavor violation [11]. 1
Although, in general, cLFV processes through radiatively induced M2
L˜
may look more appeal-
ing, in some cases it may be somewhat restrictive in obtaining any significant amount of flavor
1We also note in passing that intricacies related to the large number of soft breaking parameters in the cLFV
computations and also the inter-generation mixings in the general MSSM can be evaded completely in a High scale
SUSY model where SUSY breaking is communicated in a flavor blind manner [11]. Popular examples are mSUGRA,
anomaly-mediated supersymmetry breaking (AMSB) or gauge-mediated supersymmetry breaking (GMSB).
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violating branching ratios. On the contrary, being free from the constraints of the masses of neu-
trinos, soft SUSY breaking parameters can lead to reasonably large decay rates which may be
interesting and could be testable in near future. In this analysis, we would go one step further.
We would limit ourselves within the MSSM field content augmented by most general soft SUSY
breaking terms without considering their high scale origin. In its generic form MSSM includes only
holomorphic trilinear soft SUSY breaking terms [8–11]. However, in a most general framework, it
has been shown that certain non-holomorphic supersymmetry breaking terms may qualify as soft
terms when there is no gauge singlet field present [51–55]. Such a consideration can be phenomeno-
logically interesting. For example, if MSSM soft SUSY breaking sector is extended to include
A′fφ
2φ∗ type of interactions, one may find that an SM like CP even Higgs boson with mass ∼125
GeV can be achieved with relatively lighter squarks with the help of the specific A′t [56], the relevant
coupling from non-holomorphic trilinear interaction. Similarly, the non-holomorphic (NH) terms
may also be helpful to fulfill constraints from rare B-decays (viz. Br(B → Xsγ), Br(Bs → µ+µ−)
etc) both in a phenomenological MSSM (pMSSM) like scenario [56] or in some high scale model
like constrained MSSM (CMSSM) [57–59] or minimal Gauge Mediated Supersymmetry Breaking
(mGMSB)[60]. Another interesting feature is that a small NH trilinear coupling (namely A′µ) may
be capable to attune the inflexible constraints of (g−2)µ [56]. Focusing only on the leptonic sector,
the playground associated with the NH soft terms may not be completely free, rather there can
be strong constraints appearing from different lepton flavor violating decays via their off-diagonal
entries [61] 2. This is of-course similar to holomorphic trilinear interactions of MSSM, apart from
an enhancement by tanβ with A′i associated with down type of quark and lepton. We will consider
the slepton mass squared matrix to be diagonal, and consider that the only source of cLFV to
be the holomormorphic and non-holomorphic trilinear coupling matrices, namely Af & A
′
f . For
the sake of explicit understanding we will scan either Af or A
′
f at a time to find the allowance of
associated off-diagonal elements under the present and future experimental sensitivities of different
cLFV observables. In order to perform this analysis, a more important checkpoint is avoidance of
any dangerous charge and color breaking global minima (CCB). It is known that a large trilinear
coupling (diagonal) in general, lead to unphysical or metastable CCB minima. For lepton flavor
it is only the charge breaking (CB) of vacuum that is of concern, but it requires the involvement
of the off-diagonal entries of the trilinear couplings. In this analyses we will necessarily improve
the charge breaking constraint for a general trilinear coupling matrix having non-vanishing entries
in its diagonal and off-diagonal elements. So, we should survey if there is any violation in charge
breaking minima condition and always ensure that the electroweak symmetry breaking minimum
i.e., the global minimum is a charge conserving one.
The rest of the work is ordered as follows. In Section 2 we discuss the theoretical framework that
includes the slepton mass matrices in presence of the NH terms along with the cLFV observables
which we would consider in the analysis. Section 3 covers the examination of analytical structure
of charge breaking minima in the context of our model. Numerical results are presented in Section
4. Here we take the inter-generational mixings in the trilinear couplings of the slepton fields for
both holomorphic and non-holomorphic couplings. The free rise of these couplings are limited via
charge breaking minima and also from the non-observation of any signals at the LHC apart from
the same experiments that search for cLFV processes. Here we also consider the future sensitivity
2For chirally-enhanced flavor violating loop processes with most general set of soft terms see [62].
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of the experiments. In closing we conclude in Section 5.
2 Theoretical Framework
We focus on the general lepton flavor mixing through left and right slepton mixing in the MSSM with
R-parity conserved. We will further include contributions from non-standard soft supersymmetry
breaking interactions. The superpotential is given by,
WMSSM = U¯yuQ ·Hu − D¯ydQ ·Hd − E¯yeL ·Hd + µHu ·Hd. (2.1)
where y’s are the Yukawa matrices in flavor space. The MSSM soft terms read [9–11],
−LMSSMsoft =
1
2
(M3g˜g˜ +M2W˜W˜ +M1B˜B˜ + c.c)
+ (u˜∗iRAuij q˜jL ·Hu + d˜∗iRAdij q˜jL ·Hd + e˜∗iRAlij ˜`jL ·Hd + h.c.)
+ q˜†iLM
2
q˜ij
q˜jL + ˜`
†
iLM
2
L˜ij
˜`
jL + ˜˜u
∗
iRM
2
u˜ij u˜
∗†
jR + d˜
∗
iRM
2
d˜ij
d˜∗†jR
+ e˜∗iRM
2
e˜ ij e˜
∗†
jR +m
2
HuH
∗
uHu +m
2
Hd
H∗dHd + (BµHu.Hd + c.c).
(2.2)
MSSM can be extended to include a set of possible additional non-holomorphic trilinear soft SUSY
breaking terms as given below [51–53],
−L′NHsoft ⊃ u˜∗iRA′uij q˜jL ·H∗d + d˜∗iRA′dij q˜jL ·H∗u + e˜∗iRA′eij ˜`jL ·H∗u + h.c. . (2.3)
Here i, j = 1, 2, 3 denote indices in the fermion (f) family space. In contrast to eq.2.2 here the
sfermions u˜∗iR and q˜iL couple with H
∗
d instead of Hu. The trilinear coupling matrices are typically
scaled and characterized by the quark/charged lepton Yukawa couplings. The effect of above
non-standard or non-holomorphic terms (Eq:2.3) are reflected in the mass matrices and mixing
angles of physical sparticles. Since we are concerned with general flavor mixing in the slepton
sector, the general form of 6 × 6 slepton mass squared matrix is written in the electroweak basis
(e˜L, µ˜L, τ˜L, e˜R, µ˜R, τ˜R) in terms of left and right handed blocks as given below.
M2
l˜
=
(
M2
l˜LL
M2
l˜LR
M2
l˜RL
M2
l˜RR
)
. (2.4)
In the above, each block is a 3× 3 matrix where one has,
M2
l˜LLij
= M2
L˜ij
+ (M2Z(−
1
2
+ sin2 θW ) cos 2β +m
2
`i
)δij , (2.5)
M2
l˜RRij
= M2e˜ij + (−M2Z sin2 θW cos 2β +m2`i)δij . (2.6)
Here β is defined via tanβ = vuvd , the ratio of Higgs vacuum expectation values. θW and MZ
refer to the Weinberg angle and the Z-boson mass respectively whereas m`i refers to lepton masses
respectively. The non-holomorphic trilinear couplings modify slepton left-right mixings. For MSSM
with non-holomorphic soft terms one has the following 3.
3Flavor mixing through trilinear couplings may be generated radiatively in presence of right handed neutrinos (see
e.g.,[20, 32]).
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M2l˜LR =
(Ae − (µ+A′e) tanβ) Aeµ −A′eµ tanβ Aeτ −A′eτ tanβAµe −A′µe tanβ (Aµ − (µ+A′µ) tanβ) Aµτ −A′µτ tanβ
Aτe −A′τe tanβ Aτµ −A′τµ tanβ (Aτ − (µ+A′τ ) tanβ)
 (2.7)
M2
l˜RL
= (M2
l˜LR
)†. (2.8)
With only three sneutrino eigenstates, ν˜L with ν = νe, νµ, ντ in MSSM, the sneutrino mass matrix
corresponds to a 3×3 matrix. We note that the non diagonality in flavor comes exclusively from the
soft SUSY-breaking parameters. The main non-vanishing sources for i 6= j are: the masses ML˜ ij
for the slepton SU(2) doublets (ν˜Li l˜Li), the masses Me˜ ij for the slepton SU(2) singlets (l˜Ri), and
the trilinear couplings Aij . Our analysis however would only explore the effects of non-diagonal
holomorphic or non-holomorphic trilinear couplings that induce mixing in the slepton mass square
matrices (M2˜`LR)
4. Regarding sneutrinos, we may write down a corresponding 3 × 3 mass matrix,
with respect to the (ν˜eL, ν˜µL, ν˜τL) electroweak interaction basis in the sneutrino sector, and we have
M2ν˜ =
(
M2ν˜ LL
)
, (2.9)
where
M2ν˜ LL ij = M
2
L˜ ij
+
(
1
2
M2Z cos 2β
)
δij . (2.10)
In the above, due to SU(2)L gauge invariance, the same soft mass ML˜ ij occurs in both the slepton
and sneutrino LL mass matrices.
As is known, within the MSSM, LFV decays get no tree-level contribution, just like other
FCNC decays. They obtain leading order contributions at loop level via mediation of sleptons
(sneutrino)-neutralinos (charginos). Here the source of lepton flavor violation can be from any
one (or all) entries- M2
l˜LL
,M2
l˜LR
,M2
l˜RR
of Eq.2.4. But, we will focus on studying the impacts of
the non-holomorphic trilinear couplings on the cLFV observables in the NH-MSSM (which would
henceforth be called NHSSM), specially in comparison to their holomorphic counterparts. Thus the
only source of lepton flavor violation which we would consider here is associated with the left-right
slepton mixing. This means that sneutrino-chargino loops will hardly carry any importance in our
analysis.
lj → liγ :
Supersymmetric contributions to lepton flavor violating decays lj → liγ can be sizable and poten-
tially quite large compared to the same for various other BSM physics models.
The slepton-neutralino and sneutrino-chargino loops mostly contribute to the amplitude of
lj → liγ, through charged particles appearing in the loops. The general amplitude can be written
as [20],
iM = ieµ∗ui(p− q)
[
q2γµ(A
L
1PL +A
R
1 PR) +mlj iσµνq
ν(AL2PL +A
R
2 PR)
]
uj(p) , (2.11)
4We are taking the off-diagonal soft mass-squared matrix elements in M2˜`LL & M
2
˜`RR
to be zero at the input
scale to probe the effect of trilinear parameters with more clarity. Still, RGE running would generate non-vanishing
off-diagonal mass-square matrix elements at a lower scale.
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where ∗ is the photon polarization vector and q being its momentum. If the photon is on-shell,
the first part of the off-shell amplitude vanishes. Thus, we only need to focus on AL2 & A
R
2 . The
coefficients AL,R2 that consist of chargino and neutralino contributions are as given below,
AL,R2 = A
(χ˜0)L,R
2 +A
(χ˜±)L,R
2 . (2.12)
For the case of our current interest, only the NH trilinear couplings may change the slepton mass
matrices. So, the flavor violating effects would directly enter from the slepton mass matrix elements
into the elements of the diagonalizing matrices. The χ˜± − ν˜ loops are hardly of any importance
here because NH couplings do not affect the sneutrino mass matrix. So AL2 (χ˜
0) which corresponds
to the contribution from real photon emission, is given by [20],
A
(χ˜0)L
2 =
1
32pi2
4∑
A=1
6∑
X=1
1
M2
l˜X
[
NLiAXN
L∗
jAX
1
12
FN1 (xAX) +N
L
iAXN
R∗
jAX
mχ˜0A
3mlj
FN2 (xAX)
]
, (2.13)
where, xAX =
m2
χ˜0
A
M2˜lX
. One obtains AR by simply interchanging L↔ R. The loop functions denoted
by F1, F2 and the couplings N
L,R
AX can be read from [20, 63].
FN1 (x) =
2
(1− x)4
[
1− 6x+ 3x2 − 6x2 log x] ,
& FN2 (x) =
3
(1− x)3
[
1− x2 + 2x log x] , (2.14)
and
NLiAX = −
√
2g1
(
Zi+3,XL
)∗
Z1AN + Yli
(
Zi,XL
)∗
Z3AN ,
NRiAX =
(Zi,XL )
∗
√
2
(
g1
(
Z1AN
)∗
+ g2
(
Z2AN
)∗)
+ Yli
(
Z3AN
)∗ (
Zi+3,XL
)∗
. (2.15)
Clearly, the couplings NLAX involve ZN & ZL the neutralino and slepton mixing matrices
respectively that transform them from the electroweak basis to the mass basis. ZL is the 6 × 6
slepton mixing matrix that allows for flavor changes in the loop, leading to the flavor violation. One
may also evaluate the process using the mass insertions in the slepton mixing matrix (through Eq:
2.7) which depend on the diagonal and non-diagonal entries of the NH trilinear coupling matrix
A
(′)
` . The associated Feynmann diagram are shown in fig. 1. For example, in case of µ → eγ, in
the slepton mixing would be induced by Aeµ − A′eµ tanβ. This indicates a typical domination of
A′eµ unless Aeµ is too large or there is much cancellation. Finally, the decay rate is given by,
Γ(lj → liγ) = e
2
16pi
m5lj
(∣∣AL2 ∣∣2 + ∣∣AR2 ∣∣2) . (2.16)
lj → 3li :
In the Standard Model (SM), lj → 3li has a vanishingly small branching fraction, e.g. Br(τ →
3µ) < 10−14 [64], while various models of beyond the SM may predict this particular process to
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lj
B˜
M1
lil˜Rj l˜Li
Figure 1. Slepton and neutralino induced Feynman diagram for the process lj → liγ.
be of the order of 10−10 − 10−8. The current experimental limit of the same BR is of the order
of few times 10−8 [65–68] which has much better sensitivity compared to the 3-body decays of µ.
The main experimental obstacle to improve the sensitivity with τ leptons is the fact that τ is not
produced in large numbers. The amplitude for lj → 3li comprises of contributions from γ, Z, φ(=
h,H,A) penguin diagrams and the box diagram as shown in fig. 2 with slepton (sneutrino)-
neutralino (chargino) appearing inside the loop. Detailed expressions for the diagrams may be
found in [20, 24, 31]. The effects of NH off-diagonal elements toward LFV appear via slepton mass
matrices. This induces an effective vertex φ, γ, Z − li − l¯j which in turn leads to processes like
lj → 3li. All the penguin processes would further be boosted in case of non-holomorphic couplings
via additional tanβ factor (see Eq: 2.7)). Similar to the MSSM case the dominance of γ-penguins in
the cLFV processes in NHSSM also holds good. This is irrespective of the fact that Higgs penguin
contributions that scale as tan6 β are expected to be large for large tanβ [24, 69]. The dominance
of γ-penguins is also valid in relation to the Z and box contributions5.
l−j
l−i
γ
l+i
l−i
(a)
l−j
l−i
Z
l+i
l−i
(b)
l−j
l−i
h,H,A
l+i
l−i
(c)
l−j
l−i
l+i
l−i
(d)
Figure 2. Photon, Z-boson and neutral Higgs boson mediated penguin diagrams and box-type of diagram
contributing to lj → 3li decay.
φ(h,H,A)→ lil¯j :
Flavor changing Higgs decays can play significant roles for investigating lepton flavor violation. The
same Higgs mediated penguin diagrams, induced by φ− l˜i− ¯˜lj vertex, may effectively contribute in
φ− li − l¯j vertex through loops leading to Higgs flavor violating decays. The effective Lagrangian
representing the interaction between neutral Higgs boson and charged leptons is given by [24, 69],
−Leff = e¯iRyeii
[
δijH
0
d + (1δij(AijH
0
d − (µ+A′ij)H0∗u )) + 2ij(AijH0d −A′ijH0∗u )
]
ljL + h.c. (2.17)
5For relative contributions see Fig.5 of Ref.[31].
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φli
l¯j
B˜
l˜
R,L
i
l˜
L,R
j
φ
li
l¯i
l¯j
B˜
l˜
R,L
i
l˜
L,R
j
Figure 3. One loop diagrams contributing to computation of Br(φ→ li l¯j) with LR & RL mixing.
The first term of the above equation denotes the Yukawa interaction whereas 1 encodes the
corrections to the charged lepton Yukawa couplings from flavor conserving loops [24]. The last term
in Eq.2.17 corresponds to the source of flavor violation through the insertion of (Aij − A′ij tanβ)
in the slepton arms inside the loops. 2 arises out of loop functions involving neutralino and
slepton masses owing to various cLFV processes. The effective Lagrangian in Eq:2.17 esentially
generates all the off-diagonal Yukawa couplings radiatively if the respective holomorphic (non-
holomorphic) trilinear couplings Aij (A
′
ij) are non zero. This in turn produces flavor violating
decays of Higgs scalars or lepton 3-body decays induced by the Higgs penguins. Among the Higgs
mediated diagrams, typically dominant contributions come from the CP-odd Higgs exchange A
for large tanβ. This may be understood from the effective Lagrangian describing couplings of the
physical Higgs bosons to the leptons, which can be derived from Eq. (2.17)[24, 69].
−Leffi 6=j = (2G2F )1/4
mEiκ
E
ij
cosβ
(
e¯iR l
j
L
)
[cos(α− β)h+ sin(α− β)H − iA] + h.c.. (2.18)
Here, α is the CP-even Higgs mixing angle and tanβ = vu/vd, and
κEij =
2(Aij −A′ij tanβ)
[1 + (1(Aii − (µ+A′ii) tanβ)) + 2(Aii −A′ii tanβ))]
(2.19)
Since the cLFV branching ratios are proportional to (κEij)
2, from the above equation it is clear
that the non-holomorphic trilinear couplings via tanβ enhancement may have greater importance
towards Higgs mediated processes. In fact, all the Higgs mediated flavor violating observables may
receive large boost, while assuming no cancellation in eq. 2.19 or if holomorphic Aij is negligible
compared to A′ij . In case of flavor violating Higgs decays the branching fraction φk → µτ where
Higgs bosons h,H,A are denoted as φk for k = 1, 2, 3 can be related to the flavor conserving decay
φk → ττ as follows[27].
Br(φk → µτ) = tan2 β (|κEτµ|2) CΦ Br(φk → ττ) , (2.20)
where we used 1/ cos2 β ' tan2 β. The coefficients CΦ are given by,
Ch =
[
cos(β − α)
sinα
]2
, CH =
[
sin(β − α)
cosα
]2
, CA = 1. (2.21)
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3 Analysis of Charge Breaking Minima
Absence of any flavor changing neutral current (FCNC) significantly constrains the off-diagonal ele-
ments in the mass and trilinear coupling matrices. However, the Charge and Color Breaking(CCB)
constraints are more robust than the corresponding FCNC data [71]. In a multi-scalar theory, the
existence of several vacua and choice of the desired electroweak symmetry breaking put strong con-
straints on the allowed parameter space. In this context, we first put the effort to analyze the charge
breaking bounds for two generations of sleptons associated with the (µ˜− τ˜) sector. Here trilinear
couplings can accommodate the off-diagonal entries of both the holomorphic and non-holomorphic
soft SUSY breaking terms. Then we will generalize it for all the three generations of sleptons.
Three basic components of tree level scalar potential V0 are the F-term, D-term and the soft
breaking terms, V0 = VF + VD + Vsoft. The constituents of V0 are given as follows,
VF =
∑
a
∣∣∣∂W
∂φa
∣∣∣2, (3.1)
here the superpotential W is given by Eq. 2.1. The D-term part gives additional quartic terms for
scalar potential associated with gauge couplings ga.
VD =
1
2
∑
a
g2a (
∑
a
φ†aT
aφa)
2 (3.2)
The Holomorphic and non-holomorphic soft terms in V (and hence in −L) can be written as,
Vsoft =
∑
M2φa |φa|2 + (u˜∗iRAuij q˜jL ·Hu + d˜∗iRAdij q˜jL ·Hd + e˜∗iRAeij ˜`jL ·Hd + h.c.), (3.3)
V NHsoft = u˜
∗
iRA
′
uij q˜jL ·H∗d + d˜∗iRA′dij q˜jL ·H∗u + e˜∗iRA′eij ˜`jL ·H∗u + h.c. (3.4)
In the above, φa runs over all the scalar components of chiral superfields. The full MSSM scalar
potential may indeed have several minima where squarks or sleptons may additionally acquire non-
zero vevs which may in turn lead to charge and/or color breaking vacua. Since the violation of
charge and/or color quantum number is yet to be observed, it is understood that the universe at
present is at a ground state which is Standard Model like (SML) [80], with only neutral components
of the Higgs scalars acquiring vevs. A priori, it indicates that those parts of the multi-dimensional
parameter space corresponding to MSSM scalar potential that allow a deeper charge and color
breaking (CCB) minima [72–78, 80] should be excluded. The dangerous directions could be asso-
ciated with unacceptably large trilinear couplings, in particular At, Ab, the ones associated with
top and bottom Yukawa couplings. Thus, one may have a CCB vacuum that is deeper than the
desired EWSB vacuum. Analyses of CCB constraints in MSSM may be seen in Refs [71, 73, 79–81]
a related study on non-holomorphic soft terms was made in Ref.[82]. Here one should note that
the rate of tunneling from SML false vacuum to such CCB true vacuum is roughly proportional to
e−a/y2 , where a is a constant of suitable dimension that can be determined via field theoretic cal-
culations and y is the Yukawa coupling. The tunneling rate is enhanced for large Yukawa couplings
[83–88], thus leading to large effects from the third generation of sfermions.
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But it is not always true that, trilinear terms of third generations of squarks/sleptons are the
most important for charge and color breaking minima. With the variation of non-holomorphic soft
terms, there can be significant changes in all of the corresponding Yukawa couplings through loops
[89] 6 and other two generations of squarks/sleptons can have notable effect in charge and color
breaking condition [82]. Here we will study the analytic expressions for only charge breaking minima
for slepton soft masses and slepton trilinear couplings (both holomorphic and non-holomorphic)
considering all the three generations. We will particularly generalize our studies to include first the
effect of non-vanishing, non-diagonal trilinear soft terms. Furthermore, we will consider only the
case of absolute stability of the vacuum, i.e. without trying to analyze any tunneling effect.
3.1 Charge breaking with flavor violation in MSSM
In this subsection we first analyze the effect of non-vanishing off-diagonal entries A
(′)
ij on charge
breaking in MSSM. The relevant terms in VF , VD and Vsoft of MSSM related to the slepton sector
are as given below,
VF = |µ∗H−u − ν˜∗iLyij e˜jR|2 + |µ∗H0u − e˜∗iLyij e˜jR|2 +
∑
l
|yijH0d l˜jL|2 + yijy?ij′ e˜∗jRe˜j′R(|H0d |2 +H+d H−d ),
VD = VDY + V ~D
=
g21
8
(|H0u|2 − |H0d |2 − |l˜iL|2 + 2|e˜iR|2)2 +
g22
8
(|H0u|2 − |H0d |2 + |l˜iL|2)2,
V l˜soft = l˜
†
iL(M
2
L˜
)ij l˜jL + e˜
∗
iR(M
2
e˜ )ij e˜
†
jR + [e˜
∗
iRAlij l˜jL ·Hd + h.c] ,
V Hsoft = m
2
Hd
|H0d |2 +m2Hu |H0u|2 − 2Re(BµH0dH0u).
Below, we collect the terms, originating from VF , VD, V
l˜
soft and V
H
soft appearing in the diagonal
and off-diagonal elements for the 2nd and 3rd generations of sleptons (viz. smuon and stau).
V diagµ = µ˜
∗
L(M
2
L˜22
+ |yµH0d |2)µ˜L + µ˜∗R(M2e˜22 + |yµH0d |2)µ˜R + [µ˜∗L(Aµhd − µ∗yµhu)µ˜R + h.c] + |yµ|2|µ˜L|2|µ˜R|2 ,
V diagτ = τ˜
∗
L(M
2
L˜33
+ |yτH0d |2)τ˜L + τ˜∗R(M2e˜33 + |yτH0d |2)τ˜R + [τ˜∗L(AτH0d − µ∗yτH0u)τ˜R + h.c] + |yτ |2|τ˜L|2|τ˜R|2 ,
Vµτ = µ˜
∗
LM
2
L˜23
τ˜L + µ˜
∗
R[M
2
e˜23 + |yµτH0d |2]τ˜R + [µ˜∗L(AµτH0d − µ∗yµτH0u)τ˜R + h.c] + |yµτ |2|µ˜L|2|τ˜R|2 + τ˜∗LM2e˜32 µ˜L
+ τ˜∗R[M
2
e˜32 + |yτµH0d |2]µ˜R + [τ˜∗L(AτµH0d − µ∗yτµH0u)µ˜R + h.c] + |yτµ|2|τ˜L|2|µ˜R|2 ,
VH = (m
2
Hu + |µ|2)|H0u|2 + (m2Hd + |µ|2)|H0d |2 ,
VD =
g21
8
(|H0u|2 − |H0d |2 − |µ˜L|2 − |τ˜L|2 + 2|µ˜R|2 + 2|τ˜R|2)2 +
g22
8
(|H0u|2 − |H0d |2 + |µ˜L|2 + |τ˜L|2)2.
6In this context we note that the radiative effects will be larger in the strongly interacting sector as in the analysis
of [89] involving Yb. In the context of the present analysis, both the relevant diagonal and off-diagonal Yukawa
couplings involving τ may get affected. However, a change in the off-diagonal Yukawas will be manifestly more
relevant in Eq.2.19 via the appearance of 2 in the numerator. In contrast to the above, the denominator can hardly
be different from unity unless the diagonal NH trilinear soft parameters are too large.
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In the first place we consider non-vanishing vevs for the neutral components of the two Higgs scalars
and the stau and smuon fields. The latter are responsible for the generation of charge breaking
minima. Allowing both H0u and H
0
d to fluctuate in the positive and negative directions, we choose
to constrain the slepton fields with a particular scalar field value φ. In this specific direction one
has,
|τ˜L| = |τ˜R| = αφ ,
|µ˜L| = |µ˜R| = βφ ,
H0d = φ , (3.5)
H0u = ηφ.
with η being any real number and α, β to be real and positive. The total tree-level scalar potential
involving Higgs, smuon and stau fields, assuming µ to be real and yij or Aij referring to real
symmetric matrices, reduces to,
Vl˜,H = Aφ
2 +Bφ3 + Cφ4, (3.6)
where,
A = α2(M2
L˜33
+M2e˜33) + β
2(M2
L˜22
+M2e˜22) + 2αβ(M
2
L˜23
+M2e˜23) +m
2
Hd
+ η2m2Hu + (1 + η
2)|µ|2 − 2Bµη ,
B = 2α2(Aτ − µyτη) + 2β2(Aµ − µyµη) + 4αβ(Aµτ − µyµτη) ,
C =
g21 + g
2
2
8
(η2 − 1 + β2 + α2)2 + (2 + α2)α2y2τ + (2 + β2)β2y2µ + 2α2β2y2µτ .
We require that the minima at 〈φ〉 = 0 should be deeper than a minima with 〈φ〉 6= 0 and
this is possible when B2(α, β, η) < 4A(α, β, η) C(α, β, η). Here we consider a scenario with 6 vevs
corresponding to L and R components of smuon and stau fields apart from the neutral Higgs fields
corresponding to eq. 3.5.
We want to have the most stringent condition that would avoid the charge breaking minima.
Thus, in the D-flat direction, which explicitly demands that all the g2i terms in the tree level scalar
potential to be absent, we choose,
α =
1√
2
, β =
1√
2
, η = 0,
so that, (η2 − 1 + α2 + β2) = 0.
Thus we obtain,
A =
1
2
(M2
L˜33
+M2e˜33) +
1
2
(M2
L˜22
+M2e˜22) + (M
2
L˜23
+M2e˜23) +m
2
Hd
+ |µ|2 ,
B = Aτ +Aµ + 2Aµτ ,
C =
5
4
(y2τ + y
2
µ +
2
5
y2µτ ).
With B2(α, β, η) < 4A(α, β, η)C(α, β, η) one obtains the following that would avoid a charge break-
ing minima(
Aτ+Aµ+2Aµτ
)2
< 5(y2τ+y
2
µ+
2
5
y2µτ )×
[1
2
(M2
L˜33
+M2e˜33)+
1
2
(M2
L˜22
+M2e˜22)+(M
2
L˜23
+M2e˜23)+m
2
Hd
+|µ|2
]
.
(3.7)
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Including all the three generations of leptons, Eq. 3.7 generalizes into the following.
(∑
e,µ,τ
Ai+2
∑
i 6=j
Aij
)2
< 5
( ∑
e,µ,τ
y2i +
2
5
∑
i 6=j
y2ij
)×[1
2
∑
e,µ,τ
(M2
L˜ii
+M2e˜ii)+
∑
i 6=j
(M2
L˜ij
+M2e˜ij )+m
2
Hd
+|µ|2
]
.
(3.8)
3.2 Charge breaking condition in NHSSM
With non-holomorphic terms in Vsoft involving only the appropriate trilinear NH couplings we will
have following extra terms,
V l˜NH = −[µ˜∗L(A′µH0u)µ˜R + τ˜∗L(A′τH0u)τ˜R + µ˜∗L(A′µτH0u)τ˜R + τ˜∗L(A′τµH0u)µ˜R + h.c].
Considering the direction mentioned in 3.5, we find the following for NHSSM.
Vl˜,H = {α2(M2L33 +M2e33) + β2(M2L22 +M2e22) + 2αβ(M2L23 +M2e23) +m2Hd + η2m2Hu + (1 + η2)|µ|2 − 2Bµη}φ2
(3.9)
+ {2α2(Aτ −A′τη − µyτη) + 2β2(Aµ −A′µη − µyµη) + 4αβ(Aµτ −A′µτη − µyµτη)}φ3
+ {g
2
1 + g
2
2
8
(η2 − 1 + β2 + α2)2 + (2 + α2)α2y2τ + (2 + β2)β2y2µ + 2α2β2y2µτ}φ4.
Earlier, we obtained the most stringent bound along D-flat direction which requires η = 0. But,
the same choice is insufficient to provide any bound on the NH trilinear couplings. This is simply
because η gets multiplied with the NH trilinear parameters in Eq. 3.9. Instead we assume α =
1√
2
, β = 1√
2
, η = 1, which leads to a stringent bound on the A′µ and A′τ for avoiding a deeper
charge breaking minima in NHSSM. The bound can be read as shown below:
[
Aτ − (µyτ +A′τ ) +Aµ − (µyµ +A′µ) + 2{Aµτ − (µyµτ +A′µτ )}
]2
< 4.
1
4
(
g21 + g
2
2
2
+ 5y2τ + 5y
2
µ + 2y
2
µτ )
×
[1
2
(M2
L˜33
+M2e˜33) +
1
2
(M2
L˜22
+M2e˜22) + (M
2
L˜23
+M2e˜23) +m
2
Hu +m
2
Hd
+ 2|µ|2 − 2Bµ
]
.
(3.10)
Again dealing with all three generations of sleptons Eq 3.10 becomes,
(∑
e,µ,τ
{Ai − (A′i + µyi)}+ 2
∑
i 6=j
{Aij − (A′ij + µyij)}
)2
<
(g21 + g22
2
+ 5
∑
e,µ,τ
y2i + 2
∑
i 6=j
y2ij
)
×
[1
2
∑
e,µ,τ
(M2
L˜ii
+M2e˜ii) +
∑
i 6=j
(M2
L˜ij
+M2e˜ij ) +m
2
Hu +m
2
Hd
+ 2|µ|2 − 2Bµ
]
.
(3.11)
Eq.3.11 represents the most general condition to avoid a charge breaking minima considering all
kinds of soft breaking terms for three generations of fermions. Stringent constraints on individual
non-holomorphic diagonal and non-diagonal trilinear couplings may be derived from 3.11. However,
rather than following the bounds on the individual couplings, hereafter we will use eq. 3.8 and 3.11
in all our results to constrain the trilinear parameters.
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4 Status of different LFV decays
Here we would summarize the experimental efforts and the degree of current and future sensitivities
of several cLFV processes.
In the radiative decay of lj → liγ, the experiment leading to the most stringent constraint
is MEG [90], which is currently operational at the Paul Scherrer Institute in Switzerland. This
searches for the radiative process µ → eγ. The MEG collaboration proclaimed a new limit on
the rate for this process based on the analysis of a data set with 3.6 × 1014 stopped muons. The
non-observation of the cLFV process leads to Br(µ → eγ) < 4.2 × 10−13 [90], which is four times
more stringent than the earlier one, obtained by the same collaboration. Moreover, the MEG
collaboration has announced plans for future upgrades leading to a sensitivity of about 6 × 10−14
after 3 years of data acquisition [91].
The most interesting results in the near future are expected in µ → 3e and µ − e conversion
in nuclei. The Mu3e experiment [92, 93] is designed to search for charged lepton flavor violation in
the process µ→ 3e with a branching ratio sensitivity of 10−16. The present limit on the µ→ 3e has
been set by the SINDRUM experiment [94]. As no signal was observed, branching fractions larger
than 1.0× 10−12 were excluded at 90% confidence limit (CL). For the upcoming Mu3e experiment,
in phase I, a branching fraction of 5.2× 10−15 can be measured or excluded at 90% CL [95].
In the recent times, the most actively studied cLFV processes are the rare τ decays. τ -pairs
are abundantly produced at the B factories e.g., in the BELLE [96] & BABAR [97] collaborations.
There are significant improvement on most of the cLFV modes of the τ decays, though any of
them has not been discovered yet. The LHCb collaboration also announced the first ever bounds
on τ → 3µ in a hadron collider [98]. The current experimental upper limits on the LFV radiative
decays [90, 96, 97] are collected in the table 1 with references.
LFV Process Present Bound Future Sensitivity
Br(µ→ eγ) 4.2× 10−13 [90] 6× 10−14 [91]
Br(τ → eγ) 3.3× 10−8 [97] ∼ 3× 10−9 [99]
Br(τ → µγ) 4.4× 10−8 [97] ∼ 3× 10−9 [97]
Br(µ→ 3e) 1.0× 10−12 [94] 10−16 [92, 95]
Br(τ → 3e) 2.7× 10−8 [66] ∼ 10−9 [99]
Br(τ → 3µ) 3.3× 10−8 [66] ∼ 10−9 [99]
Br(τ− → e−µ+µ−) 2.7× 10−8 [66] ∼ 10−9 [99]
Br(τ− → µ−e+e−) 1.8× 10−8 [66] ∼ 10−9 [99]
Br(τ− → e+µ−µ−) 1.7× 10−8 [66] ∼ 10−9 [99]
Br(τ− → µ+e−e−) 1.5× 10−8 [66] ∼ 10−9 [99]
Br(τ → µη) 2.3× 10−8 [100] ∼ 10−10 [101]
Br(τ → µη′) 3.8× 10−8 [100] ∼ 10−10 [101]
Br(τ → µpi0) 2.2× 10−8 [100] ∼ 10−10 [101]
Table 1. Current Experimental situation and future sensitivities for principal LFV processes.
Apart from the leptonic decays with LFV there are bounds from LFV Higgs decays. The first
direct search of LFV Higgs decays were performed by CMS and ATLAS Collaborations [102, 103].
A slight excess of signal events with a significance of 2.4σ was observed by CMS at 8 TeV data
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but, that early peak by CMS is not supported at 13 TeV anymore, finding Br(h → µτ) < 1.20%
with 2.3 fb−1 data [104]. Subsequently CMS confirmed the disappearance of that excess [105, 106].
Additionally, at 13 TeV with integrated luminosity of 35.9fb−1, no significant excess over the
Standard Model expectation is observed. The observed (expected) upper limits on the lepton
flavor violating branching fractions of the Higgs boson are Br(h → µτ) < 0.28% (0.37%) and
Br(h → eτ) < 0.47% (0.34%) at 95% confidence level. These results are used to derive upper
limits on the off-diagonal µτ and eτ Yukawa couplings [106]. These limits on the lepton flavor
violating branching fractions of the Higgs boson and on the associated Yukawa couplings are the
most stringent to date (see table 2). Similarly, the null search results of Br(τ → e/µ + γ) and
Br(τ → 3e/µ) [107] translate into bounds on corresponding objects like
√
Y 2ij + Y
2
ji [108].
LFV Higgs decays Present upper limit
Br(h→ µτ) 2.5× 10−3 [105, 106]
Br(h→ eτ) 6.1× 10−3 [105, 106]
Br(h→ eµ) 6.2× 10−5 [110]
Table 2. Current experimental situation of LFV Higgs decays.
Limits on LFV Higgs decay processes closely follow the search results of h→ µµ/ττ channels.
Evidence for the 125 GeV Higgs boson decaying to a pair of τ (or µ) leptons are presented in Refs.
[111–114]. Furthermore, dedicated searches are conducted for additional neutral Higgs bosons
decaying to the τ+τ− final state in proton-proton collisions at the 13 TeV LHC [115–117] which
lead exclusion plots in the mA−tanβ plane and also give limits on σ(gg → φ)×Br(φ→ τ+τ−) with
(φ = h,H,A). Since the cLFV processes of heavier Higgs bosons are proportional to Br(φ→ τ+τ−)
[27] these limits are extremely important for any analysis of Br(φ→ µτ). Similar results for τ+τ−
finals states at
√
s = 8 TeV are available in [118, 119]. Recently, some model independent analyses
of heavier Higgs boson decaying into µτ channel have been performed [120] and it is shown that, at√
s = 14 TeV with L = 300 fb−1 the sensitivities to the experimental probes increase with heavier
Higgs boson masses. Lepton flavor violating decays of Higgs have also been searched for in the
first-second and first-third generations of leptons, i.e eµ and eτ [109, 121] channels in the LHC at√
s = 8 TeV. These classes of LFV processes are also being studied in LHC through the decays
of neutral heavy Higgs like bosons for different supersymmetric and non-supersymmetric models
[122–124].
5 Results
We divide our LFV decay analyses into three parts namely, li → ljγ, li → 3lj and φ(= h,H,A)→
li l¯j . As mentioned before, we try to explore the LFV effects of the relevant trilinear coupling ma-
trices related to the holomorphic and non-holomorphic trilinear interactions. Simply, out of their
association with the type of interactions we will label the couplings themselves as “holomorphic”
(like Aij or Aii ≡ Ai) or “non-holomorphic” (like A′ij or A′ii ≡ A′i). Furthermore, as pointed out
earlier, for simplicity, our analysis probes either (i) a non-vanishing set of [Aij , Ai] while having
vanishing values for the set [A′ij , A
′
i] or (ii) vice-versa. We will particularly identify the region
of parameter space in relation to a given constraint from an LFV decay where non-holomorphic
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couplings may have prominent roles. Considering the fact that only the trilinear couplings associ-
ated with sleptons are of importance in this analysis, we will either consider the matrices Af = 0
and A′f 6= 0 and vice-versa, where f ≡ e, µ, τ . Combining the holomorphic and non-holomorphic
couplings, we will often use A
(′)
f to mean either Af or A
′
f depending on the context. We vary both
the diagonal and off-diagonal components of A(′)eij over broad range of values (see table 3) subject
to the condition |δ(′)ij | < 1 with i 6= j, where δ(′)ij = A
(′)
eij
A(′)eii
. Here, we remind that all the off-diagonal
entries of the slepton mass matrices are considered to be zero leading to flavor violation possible
only from the trilinear coupling sources. We will impose the charge breaking constraint and select
the possible diagonal and off-diagonal trilinear coupling values that would obey Eq.3.11. We must
emphasize here that in an analysis that scans the diagonal and off-diagonal elements of the trilinear
coupling matrices, such as the present one, we do not expect severe restrictions on the off-diagonal
entries A
(′)
ij simply because of the possible cancellation of terms in the left hand side of Eq.3.11.
On the other hand, a choice of fixed signs of diagonal and off-diagonal entries of tri-linear coupling
matrix elements would show prominent effects of charge breaking. Apart from the above, we impose
the experimental bounds of different cLFV observables and LHC direct search results for φ→ li l¯j .
The values/ranges of relevant soft parameters used in this analysis are listed in table 3. We compute
Parameters Value Parameters Value
M1 [100, 1000] M2 1500
M3 2800 µ 800
mA 1500 tanβ 40
Mq˜33/Mu˜33 2000 Md˜33 2000
Mq˜11,22/Mu˜11,22 2000 Md˜11,22 2000
ML˜11,22,33 [1000, 10000] Me˜11,22,33 [1000, 10000]
At, Ab -2200, 0 A
′
t, A
′
b 0, 0
A(e,µ,τ)ij , |δij | < 1 [-8000, 8000] A′(e,µ,τ)ij , |δ′ij | < 1 [-8000, 8000]
Table 3. Soft masses and trilinear parameters are listed here. All the masses and trilinear couplings are in
GeV and there is no off-diagonal entries in the soft bilinear mass matrices.
the SUSY mass spectra and related branching fractions from SARAH (v4.10.0)[125, 126] generated
FORTRAN codes that are subsequently used in SPheno (v4.0.3) [127]. All the flavor observables
are calculated using FlavorKit which is inbuilt within the SARAH-SPheno framework. In regard to
a few relevant SM parameters, we use mpolet = 173.5 GeV, m
MS
b = 4.18 GeV and mτ = 1.77 GeV
[128] and we use the SUSY mass scale as MSUSY =
√
mt˜1mt˜2 . We further impose the following
limits for Higgs mass mh
7, branching ratios like Br(b → sγ) and Br(Bs → µ+µ−) at 2σ level,
lighter chargino mass bound from LEP, along with an LHC limit for the direct lighter top squark
7We consider a ±3 GeV theoretical uncertainty in computing lighter Higgs mass[129] that arises from the un-
certainties from radiative corrections up to three loops, top quark pole mass, renormalization scheme and scale
dependencies etc.
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searches[128, 130].
122.1 GeV 6 mh 6 128.1 GeV,
2.99× 10−4 6 Br(b→ sγ) 6 3.87× 10−4,
1.5× 10−9 6 Br(Bs → µ+µ−) 6 4.3× 10−9,
m±χ˜1 ≥ 104 GeV,mt˜1 ≥ 1000 GeV. (5.1)
5.1 lj → liγ
We show the results of computation of Br(lj → liγ) in fig. 4. Here, the cyan and blue colored zones
correspond to the scanning selected for the relevant holomorphic and non-holomorphic trilinear
coupling matrix elements Aij and A
′
ij respectively. Only the parameter points that satisfy the
charge breaking vacuum constraint of Eq. 3.11 are shown where the domain of variations of Aij
and A′ij are mentioned in table 3. Apart from A
(′)
ij , the mass parameters varied are M1, the mass of
bino and the diagonal soft masses of the left and right handed sleptons namely, ML˜ii and Me˜ii whose
ranges are as given in table 3. As we mentioned earlier, in this analysis we do not consider any
non-vanishing off-diagonal entry for the scalar mass matrices. The off-diagonal trilinear couplings
A′eµ has stronger influence on Br(µ→ eγ) compared to Aeµ. The resulting influence superseed the
present upper bound of Br(µ → eγ) (see fig.4(a)). The excluded regions that are unavailable via
experimental limits are shown as gray bands in the top. Additionally, the black horizontal lines
in fig.4(a) to fig.4(c) display the upcoming sensitivities for the respective channels of lj → liγ (see
table 1). We remind that the effect of a non-vanishing A′eµ is associated with an enhancement by
tanβ that in general pushes up the branching ratio Br(µ → eγ) over 2 to 3 orders of magnitude
compared to the same arising out of Aeµ. This is also true for the other decay modes namely
τ → eγ and τ → µγ in relation to the corresponding trilinear couplings. However, only the present
Br(µ → eγ) bound is strong enough to exclude a significant amount of NHSSM parameter space
depending on the values of A′eµ and the mass parameters that would simultaneously satisfy the
charge breaking constraint.
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 4. Branching ratios of lj → liγ as a function of Aij in cyan and A′ij in blue after satisfying the
charge breaking bound and are checked through the other collider bounds viz. eq. 5.1 and table 1. The
gray shaded regions and black horizontal lines in each plot denote the present exclusion region and future
announced sensitivity of the corresponding channels.
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5.2 lj → 3li
We will now try to investigate the influence of non-vanishing trilinear couplings Aij and A
′
ij on
Br(lj → 3li) in fig. 5. This is in spite of the fact that any influence is yet too far to be tested in
experiments such as that for Br(τ → 3e) and Br(τ → 3µ). Similar to fig. 4, the cyan and blue
colored regions refer to parameter points with given Aij and A
′
ij values respectively that would
avoid the charge breaking minima. The present bounds of Br(τ → 3e) and Br(τ → 3µ) are
of the order of 10−8 by BELLE collaboration[66]. These are expected to reach 10−9 in Super B
[99]. Clearly as seen in the figures both the limits are significantly larger compared to the level
of contributions under discussion. Regarding Br(µ → 3e), a non-vanishing A′eµ can push it up to
10−12 but Br(µ→ eγ) is more effective a constraint to limit A′eµ.
In figure 5 we see the stretch of Br(τ → 3e/µ) with holomorphic and non-holomorphic trilinear
couplings respectively. The color coding is the same as in the figure 4. The cyan and blue colored
points are shown after avoiding the charge breaking minima. The current sensitivity of these two
channels is of the order of 10−8 by BELLE collaboration [66] which is expected to reach 10−9 in
Super B [99]. In the following, after satisfying all the respective bounds as mentioned in Eq:5.1 and
in table 1 and the radiative decays Br(τ → eγ), Br(τ → µγ) in particular, we find both Br(τ → 3e)
and Br(τ → 3µ) can reach up to ∼ 10−11. This is again two orders of magnitude smaller than
the future proposed sensitivity. The maximum reaches are 10−10 and 10−11 for Br(τ → 3e) and
Br(τ → 3µ) respectively, while for Br(µ → 3e) may become 10−12 with non-holomorphic A′eµ.
Br(µ→ eγ) limits the free increase of Br(µ→ 3e) in particular.
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 5. The variation of Br(µ→ 3e) with Aeµ and A′eµ has been shown in 5(a), 5(b) depicts Br(τ → 3e)
with Aeτ and A
′
eτ and in 5(c) depicts Br(τ → 3µ) with Aµτ and A′µτ . They are passed through the checks of
5.1 and table 1, and after avoiding the overall charge breaking minima given in 3.8 and 3.11 for holomorphic
and non-holomorphic trilinear couplings respectively.
We like to comment that virtual Higgs exchange can also induce τ decaying to µ along with
psedoscalar meson like τ → µ(pi/η/η′) though the later decay fractions lie much below the future
sensitivity presented in table 1. With CP conservation in Higgs sector, only the exchange of CP-odd
Higgs is expected to be present dominantly because of its enhanced couplings to the down-type
quarks. These interactions and relations to the other LFV processes can be found in [28, 131].
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5.3 φ(h,H,A)→ li¯lj
We focus now on flavor violating Higgs decays that lead to two oppositely charged leptons where a
Higgs boson can be the SM-like Higgs boson (h), CP-even heavier Higgs (H) or CP-odd Higgs (A).
We however note that the current experimental level to probe light higgs decay branching ratios as
seen in table 2 is way too large compared to the branching ratio values shown below. This is unlike
the decays of the heavier Higgs where non-holomorphic parameters may give large contributions.
• h→ li¯lj: We discuss the light higgs decay here for completeness before moving to the discussion
of heavy Higgs leptonic decays with flavor violations. fig.6 shows the scatter plots of the branching
ratios Br(h→ eµ), Br(h→ eτ) and Br(h→ µτ) when A(′)eµ, A(
′)
eτ and A
(′)
µτ respectively are varied.
All the points satisfy the mass bounds and flavor constraints of Eq.5.1 and table 1 apart from
avoiding any charge breaking minima (Eqs.3.8,3.11). The color convention is same as before, i.e.
the points in blue and cyan are for varying non-holomorphic and holomorphic trilinear couplings
respectively. The spread in the colored points is the consequence of the random scanning of soft
masses as mentioned in table 3. One notes that, irrespective of the source of flavor violation the
branching ratio Br(φ → li l¯j) itself is proportional to tan2 β [27]. An appropriate NH coupling
additionally multiplies the result with tan2 β potentially leading to an enhancement by a factor of
∼ 103 when compared to corresponding the MSSM scenario for tanβ >∼ 30. Our results for the
holomorphic case closely agree with the results of [45] with LR type flavor violation in the slepton
sector of MSSM. Br(h→ eτ) is in the ballpark of ∼ 10−10 (∼ 10−13) for non(-holomorphic) trilinear
parameters. We note that as seen in fig.4(a), stringency due to Br(µ → eγ) causes the extent of
allowed variation A
(′)
eµ to be much smaller than the other trilinear couplings corresponding to those
with e-τ or µ-τ . Consequently, Br(h → eµ) of fig.10(a) is smaller by 3 to 4 orders of magnitude
with respect to the branching ratios of fig.10(b) and fig.10(c).
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 6. figure 6(a) shows the variation of Br(h → eµ) with Aeµ and A′eµ, in figure 6(b) dependence of
Br(h → eτ) with Aeτ and A′eτ and 6(c) shows the variation of Br(h → µτ) with Aµτ and A′µτ . All points
fulfill the analytical expressions of charge breaking minima given in 3.8 and 3.11 and the color coding is same
as previous.
We will now briefly study the level of dependence of the associated sparticle masses on the
above LFV h-decays in fig.7. The relevant loops contain neutralinos and sleptons. The left and the
right panels show Br(h→ µτ) when soft masses of bino (M1) and the lighter stau (mτ˜1) respectively
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are varied. All the input parameters and ranges are as given in table 3. The branching ratio profile
of Fig.7b shows that the radiative corrections associated with the decay expectedly fall with mτ˜1
while the same of fig.7a hardly shows any correlation with M1. We note that for NHSSM, the
regions of larger Br(h → µτ) that are typically associated with large A′µτ may lead to tachyonic
staus due to large L-R slepton mixing. This is consistent with what we find to be a small discarded
zone with mτ˜1 ∼ near 1 TeV that could otherwise have a large branching ratio.
(a) (b)
Figure 7. In left panel of figure 7 we can see the dependence of Br(h → µτ) on M1. In the right side
the same branching ratio is plotted against the lightest slepton mass. All other soft mass parameters and
trilinear couplings are according to table 3 and are checked through the charge breaking minima condition.
• H/A→ li¯lj: We now turn to explore the dependence on A′ij ’s when heavier Higgs bosons
decay into leptons with LFV namely, H/A → li l¯j . figure 8(a), figure 8(b) and figure 8(c) refer to
the scatter plots of the associated branching ratios for the decay of H or A bosons into eµ, eτ and
µτ respectively where A′ij are varied. The figures have the same color convention as before. Here,
all the points satisfy the mass bounds and flavor constraints of Eq. 5.1 and table 1. As before, the
figures show only the points that satisfy the charge breaking minima constraints (Eqs. 3.7, 3.11) for
varying holomorphic or non-holomorphic trilinear coupling parameters. The branching ratios are
expected to be large because the couplings of H/A to down-type fermions grow with tanβ. As we
discussed earlier, the LFV branching fraction Br(φk → eτ) or Br(φk → µτ) can be cast in terms of
flavor conserving di-tau branching ratio Br(φk → ττ) following Eq. 2.20 where φk refers to h,H,A
for k = 1, 2, 3 respectively. Br(φk → ττ) in general depends on slepton and neutralino masses[27]
with hardly any dependence on trilinear couplings at the lowest order. We must use the LHC
data here, particularly for the heavier Higgs bosons decaying into the di-tau channels[116, 132].
The constraint in the [mA, tanβ] plane is rather stringent in the large tanβ and small mA region.
With our choice of mA, that is rather high, the flavor conserving branching ratio satisfies the LHC
limit[116]. Apart from this, our computed results of σ(ggφk)Br(φk → ττ) for all k fall in the
allowed zones of the LHC limit[132]. The flavor violating decay rates of H/A that are computed by
using Eq. 2.20 become large because of large CH or CA (Eq.2.21) when h is chosen to be SM like
in its couplings. The decay rates may potentially get amplified by a factor of ∼ 103 (via ∝ tan2 β)
in presence of non-vanishing non-holomorphic trilinear couplings. Thus, unlike the case of LFV
h-decay of figure 6, the LFV branching ratios of H/A as shown in figures 8(b) and 8(c) may scale
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as high as 10−4. This may be of significance in relation to a future high energy collider.
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 8. Br(H/A → eµ) as a function of A(′)eµ in the left most side, Br(H/A → eτ) as a function of A(
′)
eτ
in the middle and Br(H/A→ µτ) as a function of A(′)µτ in the right side are shown with mH ,mA = 1.5 TeV.
Color coding is same as explained in figure 6.
5.4 Direct constraints on Yij from LFV Higgs decay limits of LHC
With identical Yukawa couplings that MSSM inherits from SM, we will now use the constraints on
relevant off-diagonal Yukawa couplings arising out of the null limits of SM-like higgs decays like
h→ µτ , h→ eτ , and h→ eµ as given by the LHC data. The CMS collaboration performed direct
exploration of h→ µτ , followed by the hunt for h→ eτ/eµ decays with 8 TeV corresponding to an
integrated luminosity of 19.7 fb−1[102, 109]. The hadronic, electronic and muonic decay channels
for the τ -leptons were also explored for the above mentioned LFV processes with 13 TeV LHC
data[105, 106, 110]. The null results can effectively put upper limits on the off-diagonal namely
µτ and eτ Yukawa couplings. We relate this to the outcome of having non-vanishing Yukawa
couplings arising out of radiative corrections due to the trilinear soft terms of both holomorphic
and non-holomorphic origins. The current LHC bounds[105, 106] are
√
(Y 2µτ + Y
2
τµ) < 1.50× 10−3
and
√
(Y 2eτ + Y
2
τe) < 2.26 × 10−3. Regarding Yeµ, one finds that the null observation of µ → eγ
implies a very stringent limit:
√
(Y 2eµ + Y
2
µe) < 3.6×10−6 [108]. We note that in general for an LFV
scenario there can be two independent Yukawa couplings Yij and Yji[133]. For example, this arises
from different possible Yukawa couplings with higgs for eL with µR and µL with eR superfields.
However, we consider them to be identical in this analysis for simplicity and this is consistent with
our assumption of a single trilinear soft parameter Aij which is same as Aji.
5.4.1 Results for varying bino and slepton masses
We now impose the Yukawa coupling bounds to update figures 5, 6 and 8 keeping all other con-
straints unchanged. This will help us in understanding the extent of influence of the above con-
straints on the trilinear soft paramaters. The color conventions in these figures are same as before.
Below, we will only emphasize the essential differences between the figures focusing only on NHSSM.
This is simply because the above bounds are hardly effective for MSSM involving only the trilinear
holomorphic couplings.
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Compared to figure 5(a), figure 9(a) discards a significant amount of large Br(µ → 3e) zone
with large |A′eµ|. Thus, approximately a region with |A′eµ| above 60 GeV is eliminated. The above
only demonstrate the stringency of the constraints on the first two generations of the off-diagonal
Yukawa couplings arising from the null observation of µ → eγ [108] along with the CMS results
on the first two generations [110, 134]. Figure 9(b) is not so different from figure 5(b) indicating
only an insignifant influence. Regarding figure 9(c) vs figure 5(c) we see that the upper limit of
Br(τ → 3µ) is truncated by approximately an order of magnitude over the parameter space, still
being a mild effect.
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 9. Effect of imposing the LHC constraints on Yij on the analysis of figure 5: Scatter plots of
Br(µ→ 3e) with Aeµ and A′eµ are shown in 9(a). Similar plots for Br(τ → 3e) with Aeτ and A′eτ are shown
in figure 9(b). Figure 9(c) is for Br(τ → 3µ) with Aµτ and A′µτ .
The effect of the off-diagonal Yukawa coupling constraints from the CMS results is shown for
the cLFV h-decays in figure 10 in which the scattered plots of the two colors for each of the sub-
figures are subsets of the same of figure 6. In the context of limiting A′ij the conclusion is essentially
similar to the discussion made in relation to each of the sub-figures of figure 9.
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 10. Effect of imposing the LHC constraints on Yij on the analysis of figure 6: Scatter plots of
Br(h → eµ) with Aeµ and A′eµ are shown in 10(a). Similar plots for Br(h → eτ) with Aeτ and A′eτ are
shown in figure 10(b). Figure 10(c) is for Br(h→ µτ) with Aµτ and A′µτ .
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Coming to cLFV H-decays, each of the scattered plots of Br(H/A → li l¯j) vs Aij and A′ij as
shown in figure 11 incorporates the off-diagonal Yukawa coupling constraints and these are subsets
of the appropriate sub-figures of figure 8. Unlike before |A′eµ| is further limited, down to 30 GeV
as may be seen in figure (11)a, signifying an appreciable degree of constraint when compared with
figure 9(a) or 10(a). While figure (11)b is not much different from figure (8)b, the upper limit
of Br(H/A → µτ) in figure (11)c is approximately reduced by an order of magnitude over the
parameter space when compared with figure (8)c.
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 11. Effect of imposing the LHC constraints on Yij on the analysis of figure 8: Scatter plots of
Br(H/A → eµ) with Aeµ and A′eµ are shown in 11(a). Similar plots for Br(H/A → eτ) with Aeτ and A′eτ
are shown in figure 11(b). Figure 11(c) is for Br(H/A→ µτ) and A′µτ .
5.4.2 Results for fixed bino and slepton masses
We will see now that the multi-parameter scattered plots like figure 9 to 11 are quite limited in
emphasizing the degree of importance of the Yukawa coupling bounds. Hence, in this subsection we
fix M1 at 400 GeV and consider the diagonal soft slepton soft mass parameters (ML˜ & Me˜) to have
the specific values 1, 2, 3 and 5 TeV for MSSM and 2, 3 and 5 TeV for NHSSM. The resulting figure
12 depicts the behavior of
√
Y 2ij + Y
2
ji with Aij or A
(′)
ij corresponding to the MSSM and NHSSM
cases respectively. In the left panel we show the plots for the holomorphic off-diagonal trilinear
terms and in the right panel we show the similar terms for the non-holomorphic ones. Clearly, larger
radiative corrections are induced in the case of non-vanishing A
′
ij , particularly, when sleptons are
light. For smaller soft masses of sleptons ML˜ & Me˜ ' 1 TeV, with our choice of high tanβ,
non holomorphic trilinear couplings may even generate unacceptable tachyonic states of sleptons.
The black horizontal lines in each plot relates to the upper bound on respective
√
Y 2ij + Y
2
ji. As
we will see next that for the first two generations, the black line corresponds to the upper limit
of Br(µ → eγ), and for the other two generations they refer to the null results of Br(h → li l¯j)
searched by the LHC experiment.
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Figure 12.
√
Y 2ij + Y
2
ji vs. Aij (left panel) and A
′
ij (right panel) are shown for fixed slepton bilinear soft
masses and M1 = 400 GeV. Other fixed parameters are as stated in table 3. For holomorphic trilinear
couplings, slepton soft masses are fixed at 1, 2, 3 and 5 TeV and the same for NH couplings are at 2, 3 and
5 TeV. Black horizontal lines in each plot denote the corresponding upper limits on the off-diagonal Yukawa
couplings.
With the understanding on how off-diagonal Yukawa couplings can be directly influenced by
trilinear parameters, we now present figure 13 that shows the derived bounds on li → 3lj , li → ljγ
and
√
(Y 2ij + Y
2
ji) in the (|Yij |− |Yji|) plane. The observed LHC limits on
√
(Y 2ij + Y
2
ji) for
√
s = 13
TeV which are derived from the direct searches of Br(h → µτ) and Br(h → eτ) [105] are shown
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as black solid curves in figure 13(b) and (c). These indeed constitute the most stringent limits
concerning the 2nd and 3rd generations of sleptons. As mentioned earlier, the Higgs boson going to
µτ channel gives
√
(Y 2µτ + Y
2
τµ) < 1.50×10−3 and the same for eτ channel leads to
√
(Y 2eτ + Y
2
τe) <
2.26 × 10−3 at 95% confidence level. These limits constitute a significant improvement in the
µτ channel over the previously obtained limits by CMS and ATLAS using 8 TeV proton-proton
collision data corresponding to an integrated luminosity of about 20 fb−1 [102, 109, 110] shown
by the green curves above the black curves. For the eτ mode, in the 8 TeV analysis, the allowed
value of
√
(Y 2eτ + Y
2
τe) was less than 2.4×10−3, so the 13 TeV limit is seen to be almost overlapped
with the 8 TeV one in the middle plot of figure 13. We observe that some of the blue points
originated from the non-holomorphic trilinear couplings exceed the current LHC limits but almost
all the cyan points from the holomorphic couplings are safe here. Needless to mention again, all the
data points shown here respect charge breaking minima condition. For the first two generations,
most dominant constraint comes from the absence of µ → eγ, which is shown by the solid black
curve in |Yeµ| − |Yµe| parameter space. One may find that, the LHC
√
s = 13 TeV data puts
95% confidence level constraints on Yukawa couplings derived from Br(h → eµ) < 6.2 × 10−5
which yields
√
(Y 2eµ + Y
2
µe) to be less than 2.24× 10−4 [110]. Absence of µ → eγ regulates it even
more, implying a limit of
√
(Y 2eµ + Y
2
µe) < 3.6 × 10−6 [108]. Such a tiny Yukawa coupling, with
cos(β − α) ∼ 10−3/10−4 leads to Br(h→ eµ) ∼ (O)(10−13) or so. 8.
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 13. Constraints on the flavour violating Yukawa couplings, |Yij | and |Yji| from CMS results of√
s = 8 TeV and 13 TeV. The different light and deep red shaded regions are restricted by the upper bounds
of flavor violating LFV decays. The off-diagonal Yukawa couplings generated from holomorphic and non-
holomorphic trilinear couplings are displayed in cyan and blue respectively. The black lines in each plot
correspond to the most stringent limits on Yij ’s.
One may further combine the results of figures 12 and 13 to conclusively draw upper limits
on A′ij ’s obeying the observations related to relevant LFV processes and charge breaking minima
bounds. This in turn would determine maximum allowed branching ratios for our concerned cLFV
process which could be tested in the near future. For completeness we summarize our results in the
8Here we should state that for non-decoupling Higgs, mA & mh, cos(β − α) can be large which may enhance
Br(h→ eµ/eτ/µτ). For maximum Br(h→ li l¯j) one may see the reference [34].
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table 5.4.2 which shows the allowed values of Alij and A
′l
ij in general and the resulting maximum
values of different LFV decay branching ratios. Our results can be summarized as follows: (i) For
first two generations of lepton, rise off-diagonal holomorphic and NH trilinear couplings i.e., A
(′)
eµ
are visibly restricted by the upper bound of µ → eγ. (ii) The other two combinations of trilinear
coupling parameters, namely, eτ and µτ are regulated by the CMS 13 TeV results. (iii) Finally the
derived allowed ranges for Aeµ and A
′
eµ are much more restricted compared to A
(′)
eτ or A
(′)
µτ .
Processes Maximum BR Slepton Mass Parameter Maximum Ranges Most Sensitive
[GeV] of A′ij & Aij [GeV] to
µ→ eγ 4.20× 10−13 1000 −−, [−100 : 100]
µ→ 3e 7.52× 10−15 2000 A′eµ, Aeµ [−8 : 8], [−350 : 350] Bounds from
h→ eµ 5.07× 10−13 3000 [−20, 20], [−800 : 800] Br(µ→ eγ)
H/A→ eµ 2.5× 10−10 5000 [−50, 50], [−1500 : 1500]
τ → eγ 1.66× 10−9 1000 −−, [−3000 : 3000]
τ → 3e 1.53× 10−11 2000 A′eτ , Aeτ [−650 : 650], [−6500 : 6500] LHC null results of
h→ eτ 1.21× 10−10 3000 [−1400 : 1400], [−8000 : 8000] Br(h→ eτ)
H/A→ eτ 3.20× 10−5 5000 [−3800 : 3800], [−8000 : 8000]
τ → µγ 2.90× 10−9 1000 −−, [−2700 : 2700]
τ → 3µ 6.97× 10−12 2000 A′µτ , Aµτ [−350 : 350], [−6000 : 6000] LHC null results of
h→ µτ 3.24× 10−10 3000 [−800 : 800], [−8000 : 8000] Br(h→ µτ)
H/A→ µτ 5.54× 10−5 5000 [−2400 : 2400], [−8000 : 8000]
Table 4. Allowed ranges of holomorphic and non-holomorphic trilinear couplings and the corresponding
maximum decay branching ratios after avoiding charge breaking minima, respecting the upper limits of var-
ious other LFV decays and LHC constraints on the off-diagonal Yukawa couplings from the non-observation
of a scalar boson decaying into eµ/eτ/µτ channels.
6 Conclusion
The Minimal Supersymmetric Standard Model when extended with the most general soft SUSY
breaking trilinear terms may lead to interesting phenomenologies. These additional terms that
are non-holomorphic in nature were analyzed in several studies in the past as well as in the recent
years. We focus on introducing flavor violating lepton decays and Higgs decaying to charged leptons
involving flavor violation due to non-vanishing non-diagonal entries of the trilinear coupling matrices
both of standard and non-standard types. In this analysis, we first upgrade the existing analytical
result involving trilinear couplings for avoiding the appearance of charge breaking minima of vacuum
in MSSM. In other words, we extend the traditional analytical result for charge breaking in MSSM
by including non-diagonal entries of the soft-breaking trilinear coupling matrices (Alij). We extend
the analysis further by involving non-holomorphic trilinear coupling matrices (A′lij). By considering
vevs for appropriate sleptons and non-vanishing values of A′lij we are able to delineate regions of
parameter space that are associated with appearance of charge breaking minima of the vacuum. On
the contrary, we also find plenty of possibilities of evading the charge breaking conditions even with
reasonably large values of A′lij due to cancellation of terms in the analytical result. We studied the
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effects of considering non-vanishing off-diagonal trilinear terms of both types, one by one, on cLFV
processes like lj → liγ or lj → 3li and all the variants of Higgs (h,H,A) decays into li l¯j involving
flavor violation. For simplicity, we do not consider any flavor violation effect from the slepton
mass matrices. In this phenomenological work, we include (i) the present and future experimental
sensitivities of cLFV observables, and (ii) the 8 TeV and 13 TeV CMS results that search SM Higgs
boson decays into flavor violating modes, namely eτ or µτ . We find that NH couplings namely
A′lij are better suited in achieving larger rates for all flavor violating decay observables that can
potentially be tested in the near future. In particular, µ → eγ would be more favourable to test
A′lij involving first two generation sleptons. On the other hand, MSSM Higgs decays (specially that
of the heavier Higgs bosons) into LFV modes may strongly be influenced by A′eτ or A′µτ . For most
of these observables the standard trilinear couplings Aij turn out to be inadequate to produce any
significant contribution in relation to the present or future experimental measurements. This indeed
emphasizes the usefulness of including the non-holomorphic trilinear terms for such analyses.
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